During Kerry’s visit to Africa, talk focuses on Mideast

BY JASON SALTER

The Washington Post

PARIS — A uniformed French soldier onions an antiterrorism patrol went on a rampage on Friday night, cutting a:path as he assailed a Jewish supermarket worker and then opened fire in a nearby military hospital, killing several people. The soldier then was wounded in a shootout through the French capital because he was involved in the alleged killing of a soldier. Michael Adebolajo, 28, and Michael Adebolajo, 22, remained under armed guard in a separate London hospital after police shot them. Police have not officially named the suspects because they are not yet charged, but British officials, speaking on conditions of anonymity, have confirmed their names to The Associated Press.

The soldier, who is on a state visit, was in the spot where the young soldier was killed.

A Ezidiot Subversion.

has not been charged, but

The Associated Press

BEIRUT — The leader of Hezbollah, Hassan Nasrallah, on Saturday aligned his powerful movement squarely with the Syrian rebels — whom he assailed as proxy warriors for the state of Israel.

Nasrallah has thrown his weight fully behind the Syrian government forces, from Hassan Nasrallah were assailed as proxy warriors for the state of Israel.
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